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it was recently identified at fl(Zet, that & number Figure 56155 15000 Class globe valves (Ci and 88T) the requirements of ASNE III less MNe stamp, had b4 improperly by Yarway, The Pressure and Temperaturg the subject valves, as identified on the manufactul (affixed to the valve bonnet), reflected the "8peoo rating as identified in ANSI 026.34-1977, Disousgi Yarway representatives identified that incorrect na been installed on the subject valves. The ratings the nameplates corresponded to the ratings specitfi and earlier editions of ASMH Sect4 iXX and not to t specified in ANSI 814.34-1977 as required by later.  the code. Actions are under way with Yarway to haS tags installed on all applicable valves in mr-. se 
The affect of the improper tagging information had impact at MI-l, but other and Users:vho selected a based directly on the manufacturers tagged Press./T may want to verify that the information is correct.  
reported that Yarway is currently developing a proq their customers of this situation. Any inqu irje r this issue should be directed to Yarvay.
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1.*0 EA9ZBQ!DW 
1.1 As identified on 3NCR 912016, the A192 1316; 

56153 Class 1500globe valves received and 0 
TMI-i under EER 90-107Z, were found to be i± 
from the standpoint of their Pessure-TemperO 
rating at 100 F, during the evaluation of so 
valves for use in the MU system, 

The subject BST valves were initially procu 
Creek under P.O, OP-030084 to the requireiss 
Specification SP-9000-12-009 Rev. 2. The v* 
purchased to comply with ASNE Claus 2 requil 
the N stamp. During the technical evaluatio 
valves for use in the modified MU seal inje4 
system, Gilberts contacted Yarway to obtain 
pertaining to the P/T rating of the valves.  

The Yarway name plate information, affixed t 
the valves, indicates that the valves are ro 
PSXG at 100 F which, per ANSI B16.34-1977, c 
the "special class" rating for the 316L matq 
unfortunately, as identified by Yarway petrs 
wore not designed to meet the "special clane 
investigation by Yarway found that incorrect 
been installed on the subject valves.  

1.2 In conJunction with the review of the subJeq 
valves$ located in Stores, R.G, Stoehr pert 
on several of the Yarway Fig. 56155 CS globe 
installations in the Turbine Ruilding. An v 
the SST valves, these CS Yarway valves were 
purchased by Oyster Creek under P.O. OP f030 
evaluated for use in T'¶ applications under 
and 09-199-m. An inspection of several of t 
found that they were also tagged improperly; 
plate P/T 3750 PS1G 1 100 F versus 3705 PS10 
specified in ANSZ B16.34-1977. Yarvay confl 
name plates were also incorrect.  

1.3 A follow up inspection was completed of the 
valves contained in the Warehouse, to deterw 
the O.C. valves remained in stock. All of % 
valves in stock appear to have been purohas4 
TP-078501 to the requirements of GPUN Spec.  
unfortunately, the P/T ratings on these valv 
the improper "special class" rating,
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As identified above, the response and evaluation pV 

has been expanded to encompass the CS Yarway 5615S 

installed in the plant as well as those in stock 

0P-030084 and TKI P.O. TP-07850l). Each of these 

addressed and evaluated separately.  

2.0 zsUlTZQH 
2.1 ateS CretO S T YarwaY yalves 

As identified earlier, there were a total of 

sized Yarway Fig. 5615D A1M2 P316L globe vali 

for use at TKI-1 under EER 90-1072. Theme vI 

originally purchased for oyster Creek under I 

A review of the subject P.O, found that the I 

initially order2XasASfE ZII Class T componenl 

to the P.O. identifies thmt, due to the inab, 
a thermal transient analysis, the valves voul 
to ASPM III Class 2.  

In accordance with the QA requirements, the 

or addenda of ASWE III at the time of the ori 

apply. Based on the 10/03/S5 date of the or: 

a review of several of the subvendor certifi 
appears that the 1980 Ed. through the Winter 
539E lhiIII was invoked. The reason for pre 
information is that it defines the basis for 
and Temperature rating of the subject valves 

The P-T rating on the name plate of the A182 
3345 PSIG * 100 F1 this corresponds to the 
rating as defined in ANSI D16.34-1977. A re 
Na-3531 "Pressur.-Tomperature Ratings and Hy 
of ASME 11 19$3 Ed., see Attachment 1, ider 
valves designed IAW N5-3541 may be used SAW 
in ANSI B16.34. Information provided by Det 
yarway Engineerinq (215-825-2100 X340), ide± 
subject valves were not designed to comply % 

class" ANSI rating and that the wrong nanufa 
plate tags had been installed.  

Based on subsequent investigations and 4isci 
Yarway personnel, it Appears that the wrong 
drawing had been specified for these valves 

.gw2exuftJy has two separate series of these 
1977 Edo )SKE III and post-1977 Ed, ASKa I2: 
difference being that the P-T ratings in thi 
earlier editions, which were contained direl 
of the code, corresponded to the current "s& 

ratings of ANSI 816.34 for the 316L saterias 
Attachments I1), while the Summer 1977 Addei
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III was revised to refer to the P-T ratings 4 
ANSI B16.34 (ref. Attachment III). Using thi 

which is the correct for the subject 316L vay 

rating would be 3000 PSX0 1 100 F.  

--. Yarway has provided an assurance that there, 

in the design or manufacture of their valves 

g; manufactured to the requirements of the 1977 

would have been physically identical to thor 

the 1980 Ed. of ASNE III - the only diteren 
S,~valves is their P-T rating.

•. In order to resolve the tagging issue on the 
valves, Plant ingineering recommended to Yat 

.,•k', Representative FranX PesZka (215-825-2100 X3 

I e £15 Yarway personnel come to TMI-i and install im 
iP %I with the correct P-T rating, on all of the a 

0 valves that are in stock under the following
*0S00 

'ii 
0

-.- 1/2"1 
am 3/4" 

"1 1/2" 
-- 2"

SS 000-429-0300-1 
SSN 000-429-0318-1 
seN 000-429-0326-1 
SSN 000-429-0334-1 
SON 000-434-8440-1

15 On Hand* 
14 On Hand* 
15 On Hand* 

5 On Hand* 
5 On Hand*

*constitutes the entire quantity of 8ST Yafl 
received and accepted from O.C. under RER I 
these valves were installed in any TKI-i al 

2.2 vster Crefk CS Yarway Valves 
In addition to the SST Yarway valves identi 
Plant Engineering had previously, on two soe 
occasions, evaluated and acoepted a number 4 

Yarway valves ordered under OC P.O. OOP-0301 
class 2 components (less '10 Stamp) for TN!1 
Yarway valves were evaluated under SR 88-0SO 
evaluated under EER 89-199-M. These valves 
replacements for a number of Hancock 5500W 
NS/FW applLcattons; the installation of thi 
controlled and documented under CR 868-039 

After the issue with respect toatte P-T rat 
manufacturers name plate was identified for 
valves, a walkdown was performed on several 
installations completed under the atorement 
results of this walkdown identified that, 1 
valves, the P-T ratings on the manufacturer 
affixed to the CS valves reflected the "spa 
rating Of 3750 PSlG 0 100 F versus the caOr 
class" rating of 3705 PSG 1 100 F.
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essentially the 
* "special 

CV Yarwa& valves 
Class boltad 
,T rating of 
,elopes the 
Is mppLifltions.

Unlike the SST valves that are still in the I 

Cs valves that were obtained from 0.0. &te is 

various locations throughout rxi-i in the ns, 
and N1. systefis however, the vast majority 01 

waere instalemd in the MS and FW systems. ThI 

0.."' these vaolve is that it would be extremely d: 

time cOnsmilng to install now maiiUfa"tUtCYS 

having the correct P-T rating. And, based cm 

Justification, Plant nqineerilng does not fe 

retagging of the installed valVes is require 

,, 0 -- The P-T rating of the CS varway valves is 

sasS regardless of whether or not they a: 
class'$ 

fli• The applications in which the 1500 Class 

r't
1 were installed, previously contained 600 

bonnet Hancock 550OW valves, hence the P

"standard class" Yarway valves easily enj 

design conditions of the individual syst4 

HS 1o5O PSIGS 600Fr 
rW -1700 PSIG * 475 7 from iWP's to 4 

-1150 P810 0 400 P for OTBO akin I 
1PW - 10O Palo a 110 F 
HO 590 PSIG 6 400 r 

N1 600 pSIG 1 500 F 2nd Stage FeePd 

A comparison of the above conditions to 

1977 Ratings for the A105 material (seot 

found that the subject valves, regardl*e 
deviation in the yarway name plate ratio 

within their P-T design capabilities. I 

no secondary plant applications at TMZ-3 

"standard class" rating of the L500 dleS 

valves would not be suitable.  

2.3 Th1- CS YarWav Valves 
In addition to the CS Yarway valves which I 

O.C. p.O. OOP- 030084 and evaluated for usi 

EER'S SB- 037-K and 89-199-K, a quantity st 

were ordered by TKT-1 under P.O. #TP-07S50: 

review of the QA requirements associated v1 

these valves were purchased SAW SP-9000-12 
ASME ClaSs 2 less the ftm" stamp.  

As was the case with the OC valves (SST an 

inspection of the Yarway valves in stock t 

purchased under P.O. fTP-078501, found thq 

improper P-T rating on their name plates.
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information contained in the original P.O. pa 
078501 ordered the following quantities of Al 
561s5 valves:

- 1/2" 
- 3/4" 

-1 1/2" 
- 2"

SSN 000-395-6086-1; 
SSN 000-395-6101-1; 
SSN 000-395-6440-1; 
SSN 000-395-6474-1; 
ISN 000-395-6482-1;

to valves pi 
30 valves p1 
70 valves pF 
35 valves P 
10 valves pi

Of the original quantities that were ordered 
following is a tabulation of the valves that 
Warehouse l 

- 1/2" 5 in stock 
- 3/4" 12 in stook 
- 10 31 in stock 
-1 1/2" 22 in stock 
- 2" 9 in stock 

in order to correct the P-T ratirn of these 

manufacturers name plates will need to be in 
the use/release of any more of these valves.  

case of the 8ST Yarway valves, Plant Engineq 
with Frank Peszka, Yarway QA, to have Yanway 
to T'1-I to install new name plates having t 
PS0G 1 100 F rating.  

The difference in quantities between those 4 
remaining in stock constitutes the number ol 
valves that were installed during the 81 Out 
direct replacements for installed plant coal 
idsntified in Section 2.2, or au new plant 
Regardless of their end use, the subject AlM 

valves have an allowable "standard class" rl 
envelope any and all TNZ-l secondary plant i 
Based on the justification presented in Seal 

Engineering does not feel that action to rel 
valves1 purchased under P.O. fTP-078501, in 

3.0 CONLION 
Plant Engineering concludes, based on the ii 
presented herein, that all of the Yarway va: 
to either OC P.O. #OP-030084 or TNT P.O. #? 
remain in the Warehouse (34-ST valves and 
should have new uanufactur*S name plates ii 
reflect their correct "etat dard class" P-T 

W t r!A T-08 

The removal and installation of new name p 
scheduled, will be performed by Yarway pers 
Receipt/Hold area of Warehouse I With QA/QC

¢ckage, TP
.05 CS Yarway
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Inspection witnessing the retagging and vtr: 
new name plates are correct IAN ANSI 316.34 

&r) yNOfg 93ts action is required to tag or 
"further evaluation for any of the CSJ Yarway 
valves, purchased under either of toe above 
were insta led in either the 7R or OR outag 

"~ informa on presented herein provides muff i 
justification and technical bases to allow 
to remain installed in their respective app 

itn I n•1VR21 RRDOW:•PKMTLT!PY nwrrfvl•ftMkrTnu

The determination was made by kax Nelson aný 
that, for the TXI-I applications, the inata 
manufacturers name plates having incorrect 
information did not constitute a 10CFR21 rej 
condition. The basis for this position inc.  
following;

-- There was no physical change in the valv4 
P-T rating change resulted from a revisil 

-- The sub ect valves were not degraded fro$ 
standpoint.  

-- The SST Yarway valves were not installed 
application, and, as identified in the a& 
valves that were installed in the plant I 
to be fully suitable for the Tl-I. applit 

Based on the above information, it was detei 
although the manufacturers nameplates aftix4 
Yarway valves reflected the incorrect P-T r4 
themselves did not constitute a safety conc4 
And, as such, these discrepancies were detes 
reportable under the criteria of 1007121.  

Tntforation flalamm UnAr V aar' Wam11M mnbW

Although the tagging of the Yarvay valves wV 
reported under 10CFR31, Plant Engineering dJ 
summary of this issue for release under Nucl 
This summary was turned over to the Nuclear 
Coordinator on 5/16/91.  

Supplier corraective Action eaesat IUCAII U

In conjunction with the action PONm leted by relative to this 1MNCR,(l jTKflijj, Survel 
j Technical Functions, has prepareU a Suppli 
Action Request No. 91-002 that will be forwa 
through the Acquisitions Dept.. This reques 
references NCA 912016, requires that Yarwaj 
disposition, cause and corrective action rem

0
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to the installation of the incorrect name plai 
also recommendS that Yarway evaluate this non 
their in-house loCFR21 reportability procedur

5.0 
5.1 
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- ~bA in ew~lt CfT¶TUfl

;aThe ECAR :ontoraanct IM 
hi.

LU. a• the ujct valves -'cnul-AltkonA'ttat'la 

AcquisitLons is requested to work with Yarway tO 
schedule a date and work out the necessary details so that 
Yarway personnel can come on site to retag t' subject SST 

and CS valves with name plates having the 0oc e*t V-7 

rating, procurement QA is requested to coor inate and 
oversee the retagging effort to ensure that e correct tags 

are installed on all of the affected valves. Until such 
time as these valves are retagged, a "freeze should be 
placed on them so that they cannot be withdr wIn from

Zn the event of an emergency, an ER could bN 

authorize the use of one or more of these va: 
at this point in time no such action is antli 

' should be noted that a number of CS Yarvay v4 

1-f correct p-T rating, were received under P.O.  
once these valves are turned over to stock t1 

to support plant activities without any priOc 
evaluation/approval.  

5.2 yVrification of valve P-T Ratina
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ka a result of this HXCR, Dennlis Kerpa, cur 
Controls, indicated that action Vill be take 
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accclerations atling at the centers of gravity of the 
catended mass-s, 

NR-3s25 Level A and B Service limits 

Thc design rules of ,NB.3512 and NU-3513 Apply tu 
loadings for which Level A or B Limiit are desiinated 
cxert that whets evaluaiwng I cLvi a limif- during 
operation or relief or safety %alves (a) and (b) below 
shall he met.  

(a) The service pressure may exceed the Design 

Prcssurcs defined by the pressure-temperaturc ratings 

of ANSi B16,34 by no more than 10%.  
(Wi The rules of NB-3540 apply using allowable 

stress intensity values of 110% of those listed in 
Appendix 1.  

ND-3S26 [4vlI C Service Limits 

If the Design Specifications specify any loadings for 
which Level C Limits are designated. the rules used in 

esaluiting these loadings shall be those of NB-3512 
and NB-3M13, except as modified by the following 

subparagtaphs.  

NR-3526.1 Pressure-Tempermturu Ratings. The 

pressure permissible for loadings for which Level C 

Limits are designated shall not exceed 1200Y of that 

permitted thr I .evel A limits.  

NB-3526.2 Pipe Reactlon Strew, Pipe raoction 

stresses shall be computed in accordance with the 

equations or NB-3545.2(bX 1), and the allowable value 

considered individually is itS,, for the valve body 

material at 500F. In performing these calculations, 

the value of S Shall be taken as 1.2 times the yield 

strength at 50OF of the material of the connected 
pipe, or 36.0 ksi when the pipe material is not defined 

in the Design Specifications.  

.43-3526.3 Primar7 Stres sad Secondary Str!s.  

The equation of N)1-354.2 shall be satiated using C, 
equal to 1.5, Pd computed in accordance with NB
3526.2, and Qr equal to 0, and the clckulated value 

shall be limited to 2.25S,.  

NB-3326,4 Secondary and Peak Stars. The 

reqwrements of N1R.3545 and NB-3550 need not be 

met.  

NB.1527 Level D Service Limits 

If the Design Speciflcatons specify any losdinp for 

which Level 0 Limits are designated, the guidelines of

Appendix F may be used in ev 
independently or other loadings 

N9B430 GENERAL RUL 

NB-3331 Preesure-Tempon 
Hydrostatic Tesgt 

ND.43i31.1 Pressure-Tempe; 
designed in accordance with N 
accordance with the pressurm
ANSI B16.34. Tables 2.l.IA 
Class) for flanged end or ' 
socket welding end) valves, ari 
2I.B to 2-2.73 (Special C 
(including socket welding en4 
Design Pressure and Dlpsig 
When a single valve has a flsa' 
the flanged end requirewneu 
materials" listed In ANSI 8 
used if listed in Tables 1.1.0, 
lure limitations therein, and am 

NB-3D31.D Hydtotatte Tee 
(a) Valves designed in sac 

shall be subjected to the shel 
sures required by ANSI BI1 
with other appropriate rule ct 
a primary premnre rating len 
subjected to the requited test 
rated valves.  

(b) The shell hydrostatic to 
valve in the partlally opent 
during this test is permiuulbli 
retaining fluid at tet pressut 
may be positioned in the wel 
defined in N&a3S4,B(b), in 
the end plane of the valyv 
application of the test pmssrj 

(e) After the shell hydrml 
test shall also be perforned i 
closed position with a test 
disk no less than 110% of tI 
Far valves that ate designel 
that have the prmssure dlfies 
member limited to values hil 

'SpemiSi fSuetar iml suc asWest 14 
fmswtd "4l Alloyis o propoe14 

such wintildls fon Tables 11.0 sli 
"thu ia sand such malmtials 4k 
Apefidis IV (NU116212),

92 

TOd I INA ILW. 8"11 3ON
-4

ds i tdtinI 

dusting those loadlingn

ns
tre Rathp and

alum Ranlals. A valve 
B-3541 may be used in 
temperature friings in 

to 2-2.7A (Standard 
siding and (including 
I ANSI 9 16$, Tabils 
lass) for welding end 
) valves, provided the 
rempenwtre arte used.  
led and a welding end, 
s shall be used, The 
6.34, Table 1, may be 
iubject to the tempera
defined in NCA- 1220.

I
ndance with N9-3541 
I hydroststic test pres
,34 and in accordance 
r N1-60M, Valves with 
than Clam I50 shall be 
presAurs 'ror Clan 150 

t shell be MAd with the 
poition, Stem leakage 

End CkIur¢ salm for 
in welding end valves 

ding end trumsitions, as 
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NB-.000 - DESIGN

NB-3523 Severe Duty AppUtloom 

A ievere duty application of a valve is one which 
dOc.4 not Wtisfy the requirements of NB84522 and it 
may heretfore become necessary to apply the alterna.  
tive rule.s of NB-3512,2. I, 

N8-3524 EArthquake 

rhe rules of thi% Subarticle consider that under 
earthquakc loadingis the piping system, not the valve.  
will be limiting. and that the intelrity of' the valve 
pressure retaining body is adequately considered 
under the piping requirements of NB-3600. Where 
valves are provided with operators having extended 
structures and these structures are essential to main.  
taming pressure integrity, an analysts, when required 
by the Design Spe.ifications. may he performed 
based on static forces resulting from equivalent 
earthquake accelerations acting at the Qenters of' 
gravity of the extended masses.  

NB.1162 Level A and 8 Service Lknah 

The design rules of NB-3312 and NB.3513 apply to 
loadinp for which Level A or B Limits are designated 
except that when evaluating Level B Limits during 
operation of relief or safety valves (a) and (b) below 
shall be met.  

(at The service pressure may exceed the Design 
Pressures defined by the presure-temperature ratings 
of Tables NB-333 I -I througlh NB-3531-7 by no more 
than 10%.  

(b) The rules of NB-3540 apply using allowable 
stress intensity values of 1106 of those listed in 
Appendix I.  

NS.526 Levd C Snie EUlt 

(a) If valve function is not required during any 
loading for which Level C Limits are designated in 
the Design Specifications. the rules used in evaluating 
these loadings shall be those of ND.3512 and NB
3513, except as modified by the following subpna
graphs for valves having a piping connection larger 
than 4 in. nominal pipe size.  

(b) If valve function must be assured during 
loading for which Lovel C Limits are designated, this 
requirement shall be included in the Design Speci.  

"13The•iir enys frequency of sied uWd temperature 
'etflnet 2a) bs sue% IMa Ut. perid of calculated pressure 
nteptty is lm usa plat desip li. IS sugh cass it is ie 
rnponzsbity of the Crtiflcte Holder to t.w these eoadi .ons 
in the Desip Repon (N3-3540).

fcations. and the spec 
considered as though L 
tor the valve, 

ND-363526. 1 
pressure permissible fo 
Limits are designated 
permitted for Level A L 

N&-3926.2 Pipe RU 
stresses shall be corn 
equations or N5-3s54, 
considered individuall 
material at SW0 F (I 
calculations, the value 
the yiled strength of 
pipe or 36.0 kst (248.  
not defined in the Desi 

l4-35263. Pitma 
The equation of NB.) 
equal to I1S. Pr corI 
3526.2. Q, equals 0. aI 
limited to 2.25 S.

NU-32S46A me--
requirements Of NB.) 
met.  

NB3354 LWel D 

If' the Design Sp'c! 
for which Level D U 
lines of Appendix F t 
loadings independenl 
function must be ausg 
Level D Uuiuts are dq 
be included in the 
specified loadingp fq 
designated shall be 
Limits were desinate

N.3•O1 SPECIAM 

N&.393I.31 Pesuaw 
desiSned in accordanst 
in accordance with d 
,of Tables NB.113531 
Design Pressure and 
The ratings for fahla 
nomInal pipe size.  
welding end valves. I

0S

NSNRS3-ND-3$1 .t 

led Service Loadings shall be 
wel A Limits were designated 

*Toapeurwe Rumlnp. The 
r loadinp fo which Level C 

AIll not etceed 120( of that 
imits.  

M Stis Pipe ?fleCinn 
uted in accordance with the 
(bX l) and the allowable value 

is 1.8 4., for the valve body 
60 C). In performing these 
of S shall be taken as 1.2 times 
,e material of the connected 
Pa) when the pipe material is 
p Specifications.  

Sine ad S- Sdn% .v.  
14S.2 shall be salisfied using Cý, 
uted in accordance with NB.  
d ihe calculated value shall be 

ry ad Pek 51fcam The 
145 and NB.3550 need not be

fr*Iee Um11
ftcaltions ipecify any loadings 

ust are designated the guide.  
ay be usqd in evaluating these 
y of othyr loadings. If valve 
red during loadings for which 
uipSated. this requirement shall 
leign Specificatons. and the 

which evel D Limits are 
ouidered as thouh Level A 
I for the viive.

I DESIGN RULES

I Tee 

.TeepecauRe blaip. A valve 
e with NI31-541 may be applied 
q pesswur.mpers lure rating.  

to NB-)&531-7 provided the 
Design temperature are used.  
d end valves, WSWr than 4 in, 
ire diffefent from those for 
Vhen sueh a single valve has a
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Afl

AMEItCAN N4AT100AL STANDARD 
STEE1L VALVES. PLANGED AND uUTThEL0iNG END

l~heF .Ct) -

TARtS 2-2.3 RATINGS8 FOR GROUP 2.3 MATERIALS 

* 2;1L 160:31 6L A479.313L 04SI2403111L 
A103604-0l4~f AenO-ns6 (If A318.YP5049.I'I 

TABLE 2-2JA STANOARD CLASS VALVES. FLANGED AND BUT'TWELD

7SMPURATtJPS 
IN OF

WORKING PopflUR nt MfPislY CuLAUS

11001
- r

"0W 1Inc

TABLE 2-2.35 SPECIALOCLASS surrWIELDINO END VALVES ONLY 

WORKING PRIPISUNI ON psig BY CL.AUUO1
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